Date: November 29, 2007
To: Tom Folkers
George Tietz

cc: Jeff Kingsley
Karen Kenagy
Russ Warner
Lucy Ziurys

From: Dale Webb
Re:

12-Meter Site Safety Inspection
November 28, 2007

SUMMARY
A site safety inspection was made at the 12-Meter Telescope on November 28,
2007 by Dale Webb and George Tietz. Of the seven open items at the last
inspection, six have been corrected or are no longer to be counted as open. The
two items on the operator dorm are being removed at this time because I have
been told it is no longer occupied. If it will be used in the future, the fire
extinguisher or the table must be moved and the area should have new carpet or
remove the rest of the tack strips from the floor. The last open item is the 40 or
so batteries on the loading dock that should be removed before they crack open
and start leaking acid all over. Now there is other junk on the dock including
compressors and tanks which should also be cleaned up.
The two new items noted at this inspection are a large puddle of water on the
floor in the electronics lab (slipping hazard), apparently caused by a backed up
drain, and the seat on the outside fork lift should be recovered or replaced so that
the operator can sit comfortably while operating the equipment.
Since the last inspection, all of the fire extinguishers and signage have been
upgraded and inspected and as usual the whole facility looked clean and well
maintained. The safety inspection of the crane had been done on schedule and
it was sporting a new paint job and a current certification sticker….Great Job
George!!!!
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Inspection Results of November, 2007 shown in bold
Item Noted

Abatement Date

New item: Emergency light over sink
behind control room not operating

Done

New item: Emergency light in clean
room of lab not operating

Done

Relocate fire extinguisher in operator
dorm, or relocate table, remove
remaining tack strips from floor

Done; see note

Install 3 individual feeds for machines
that are currently in series from same
feed. This is the same as of January.
Could the sander be plugged in the wall
behind it and the extension cord on the
floor be removed? Or could the lathe be
moved to the space and power of the old
lathe? Or both.

Done; Sander moved

Properly dispose of the 40 or so
Same
batteries on the loading dock near the
electronics lab
No fire extinguisher in mg room
Fire extinguisher on floor in George’s
shop

Done

Wire protruding from wall in
breezeway

Done

Water pooled on floor in electronics
lab----plugged drain
Seat on Fork Lift should be repaired
or replaced
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